We were one of the first plastic processors to use

Smart films for direct contact with food, allowing
hygienic properties for handling, processing and
storage.

multilayer technology

Packaging
films

to combine the properties of various polymers in
a single film.

Professional printing can be used to achieve
stunning effects. We want our films to contribute
significantly to helping you make creative and
imaginative designs.
Print
films

We know that thermoforming is about quality and
speed. Through deep-drawing, sealing, or heat
sealing – our films create added value to your product
packaging.
Forming
films

Flexibility, safety, traceability, documentation –
important building blocks in gaining trust.
We are certified in accordance with ISO 9001
and BRC-IOP in order to fulfil these very requirements.
Medical-device
films

As a global trading film manufacturer with a keen
understanding of environmentally friendly and
intelligent product development, we are among
the pioneers in the field of high-quality extruded
plastic films.
When it comes to the development and production of our plastic films, we have over
50 years of employee know-how to fall back on. As a leading film manufacturer,
Folienwerk Wolfen has its own research and development department which allows us to
develop tailor-made solutions and make them ready for production in close consultation
and cooperation with our partners.

We use pin point control of individual film layers to
place the right character in the right location on
the film. Flexibility and quality consciousness help to
perfect our product range.
We are now world-renowned for our individualized
customer solutions for ID, credit, loyalty, and gift cards.

Films made of the copolymer ethylene vinyl acetate
(EVA) have a wide range of applications in various
fields of external and internal architecture thanks
to their excellent resistance to heat and ageing.
www.evguard.net

Your individual solution
We have developed special films with particular properties that, for example, satisfy specific fire classes
or are based on renewable raw materials.
For us, sustainability is always the most important
issue affecting everything we develop.
We are always on the lookout for new challenges.
Together with you, we can master them successfully.

Card-lamination
films

Glass-lamination
films

Specialties
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